Autonomous driving models often consider the goal as fixed at the start of the ride. Yet, in practice, passengers will still want to influence the route, e.g. to pick up something along the way. In order to keep such inputs intuitive, we provide automatic way finding in cities based on verbal navigational instructions and street-view images. Our first contribution is the creation of a large-scale dataset with verbal navigation instructions. To this end, we have developed an interactive visual navigation environment based on Google Street View; we further design an annotation method to highlight mined anchor landmarks and local directions between them in order to help annotators formulate typical, human references to those. The annotation task was crowdsourced on the AMT platform, to construct a new Talk2Nav dataset with 10, 714 routes. Our second contribution is a new learning method. Inspired by spatial cognition research on the mental conceptualization of navigational instructions, we introduce a soft attention mechanism defined over the segmented language instructions to jointly extract two partial instructions -one for matching the next upcoming visual landmark and the other for matching the local directions to the next landmark. On the similar lines, we also introduce memory scheme to encode the local directional transitions. Our work takes advantage of the advance in two lines of research: mental formalization of verbal navigational instructions and training neural network agents for automatic way finding. Extensive experiments show that our method significantly outperforms previous navigation methods. For demo video, dataset and code, please refer to our project page.
Abstract Autonomous driving models often consider the goal as fixed at the start of the ride. Yet, in practice, passengers will still want to influence the route, e.g. to pick up something along the way. In order to keep such inputs intuitive, we provide automatic way finding in cities based on verbal navigational instructions and street-view images. Our first contribution is the creation of a large-scale dataset with verbal navigation instructions. To this end, we have developed an interactive visual navigation environment based on Google Street View; we further design an annotation method to highlight mined anchor landmarks and local directions between them in order to help annotators formulate typical, human references to those. The annotation task was crowdsourced on the AMT platform, to construct a new Talk2Nav dataset with 10, 714 routes. Our second contribution is a new learning method. Inspired by spatial cognition research on the mental conceptualization of navigational instructions, we introduce a soft attention mechanism defined over the segmented language instructions to jointly extract two partial instructions -one for matching the next upcoming visual landmark and the other for matching the local directions to the next landmark. On the similar lines, we also introduce memory scheme to encode the local directional transitions. Our work takes advantage of the advance in two lines of research: mental formalization of verbal navigational instructions and training neural network agents for automatic way finding. Extensive experiments show that our method significantly outperforms previous navigation methods. For demo video, dataset and code, please refer to our project page.
Introduction
Consider that you are traveling as a tourist in a new city and are looking for the famous coffee shop you would like to visit. You ask the locals and get a directional description "go ahead for about 200 meters until you hit a small intersection, then turn left and continue along the street before you see a yellow building on your right". People give indications that are not purely directional, let alone metric. They mix in referrals to landmarks that you will find along your route. This may seem like a trivial ability, as humans do this routinely. Yet, this is a complex cognitive task that relies on the development of an internal, spatial representation that includes visual landmarks (e.g. "the yellow building") and possible, local directions (e.g. "going forward for about 200 meters"). Such representation can support a continuous self-localization as well as conveying a sense of direction towards the goal.
Just as a human can navigate in a new city when provided with navigational instructions, our aim is to teach an agent to perform the same task. If robots can find their way efficiently based on similar instructions, they will be able to reach their desired destination and perform their task with less effort for the humans giving them instructions. The robot then 'understands' the same levels of abstraction. The task is addressed recently as a Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN) problem [4] . Although important progress was made, e.g. in constructing good datasets [4] and proposing effective learning methods [4, 20, 67, 48] , this stream of work mainly focuses on synthetic worlds [30, 16, 12] or indoor room-toroom navigation [4, 20, 67] . Synthetic environments limit the complexity of the visual scenes while the room-to-room nav-igation comes with the kind of challenges different from those of outdoors.
In order to learn long-range wayfinding in outdoor scenes, the first challenge lies with the creation of large-scale datasets. In order to be fully effective, the annotators providing the navigation instructions ought to know the environment like locals would. Training annotators to reach the same level of understanding for a large number of unknown environments is inefficient -in order to create one verbal navigation instruction, an annotator needs to search through hundreds of street-view images, remember their spatial arrangement, and summarize them into a sequence of route instructions. This straightforward annotation approach would be very time-consuming and error-prone. Because of this challenge, the state-of-the-art work uses synthetic directional instructions [31] or works mostly on indoor room-to-room navigation. For indoor room-to-room navigation, this challenge is less severe, due to two reasons: 1) the paths in indoor navigation are shorter; and 2) indoor environments have a higher density of 'landmarks'. This makes self-localization, route remembering and descriptions easier. To our knowledge, there is only one other work from Chen et al. [13] on natural language based outdoor navigation, which also proposes an outdoor VLN dataset.
In order to address the data annotation challenge for our task, we develop an interactive visual navigation environment based on Google Street View, and more importantly design a novel annotation method which highlights selected landmarks and the spatial transitions in between. This enhanced annotation method makes it feasible to crowdsource this 'intimidating' annotation task. By hosting the tasks on the AMT platform, this work has constructed a new dataset Talk2Nav with 10, 714 long-range routes within New York City (NYC).
The second challenge lies in training a wayfinding agent. Compared to indoor navigation, this learning task raises different challenges such as handling longer ranges, using cardinal directions, the placement, position and size of signs and visual landmarks, the position of the Sun, and the characteristics of traffic flows. Use in different environment also drastically changes the kind of language it elicits and requires fundamentally different reasoning. Inspired by the research on mental conceptualization of navigational instructions in spatial cognition [61, 50, 43] , we introduce a soft attention mechanism defined over the segmented language instructions to jointly extract two partial instructions -one for matching the next coming visual landmark and the other for matching the spatial transition to the next landmark. Furthermore, the spatial transitions of the agent are encoded by an explicit memory framework which can be read from and written to as the agent navigates. One example of the outdoor VLN task can be found in Figure 1 . Our work connects two lines of research that have been less explored together so far: mental formalization of verbal navigational instructions [61, 50, 43] and training neural network agent for automatic wayfinding [4, 31] .
Extensive experiments show that our method outperforms previous methods by a large margin. We also show the contributions of the sub-components of our method, accompanied with their detailed ablation studies. The collected dataset will be made publicly available upon the acceptance of the paper.
Related Works
Vision & Language Research at the intersection of language and vision has been conducted extensively in the last few years. The main topics include image captioning [38, 72] , visual question answering (VQA) [1, 5] , object referring expressions [7, 9] , grounded language learning [30, 32] and among others. Although the goals are different from ours, some of the fundamental techniques are shared. For example, it is a common practice to represent visual data with CNNs pre-trained for image recognition and to represent textual data with word embeddings pre-trained on large text corpora. The main difference is that the perceptual input to the system is static while ours is active, i.e. the systems behavior changes the perceived input.
Vision Based Navigation Navigation based on vision and reinforcement learning (RL) has become a very interesting research topic recently. The technique has proven quite successful in simulated environments [54, 78] and is being extended to more sophisticated real environments [53] . There has been active research on navigation-related tasks, such as localizing from only an image [69] , finding the direction to the closest McDonalds, using Google Street View Images [40, 11] , goal based visual navigation [26] and others. Gupta et al. [26] uses a differentiable mapper which writes into a latent spatial memory corresponding to an egocentric map of the environment and a differentiable planner which uses this memory and the given goal to give navigational actions to navigate in novel environments. There are few other recent works on vision based navigation [58, 70] . Thoma et al. [58] formulates compact map construction and accurate self localization for image based navigation by careful selection of suitable visual landmarks. Recently, Wortsman et al. [70] proposes a meta-reinforcement learning approach for visual navigation, where the agent learns to adapt in unseen environments in a self-supervised manner.
Vision-and-Language Navigation Here, the task is to navigate an agent in an environment to a particular destination based on language instructions. The following are some recent works in Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN) [4, 67, 20, 66, 55, 48, 39] task. The general goal of these works Agent Perspective Observation Instructions go straight and move forward till tri intersection intersection near to the glendale shop turn right and reach the intersection road on the right, we have park entrance go straight and move forward four blocks we have a thai restaurant on our left proceed forward 4 more blocks reached the front of an atm S Memory go straight and move forward till tri intersection turn right and reach the intersection road go straight and move forward four blocks proceed forward 4 more blocks Intersection near to the glendale shop on the right, we have park entrance we have a thai restaurant on our left reached the front of an atm Softly attended instructions Fig. 1 : An illustration that an agent finding its way from a source point to a destination. The left shows the segmented navigational instructions with 'red' indicating visual landmark descriptions and 'blue' the local directional instructions. The right panel shows the agent's local observations, the memory of traversed route and its decision of moving forward. are similar to ours -to navigate from a starting point to a destination in a visual environment with language directional descriptions. Anderson et al. [4] created the R2R dataset for indoor room-to-room navigation and proposed a learning method based sequence-to-sequence neural networks. Subsequent methods [67, 66] applies reinforcement learning and cross modal matching techniques on the same dataset. The same task was tackled by Fried et al. [20] using speakerfollower technique to generate synthetic instructions for data augmentation and pragmatic inference. While sharing similarity, our work differs significantly from them. The environment domain is different; as discussed in Section 1, longrange navigation in cities raises very different challenges than indoor navigation both in data annotation and training the agent. There are concurrent works aiming at extending Vision-and-Language Navigation to city environment [31, 13, 41] . The difference to Hermann et al. [31] lies in that our method works with real navigational instructions, instead of the synthetic ones summarized by Google Maps. This difference leads to different tasks and in turn to different solutions. Kim et al. [41] proposes end-to-end driving model that takes natural language advice to predict control commands to navigate in city environment. Chen et al. [13] proposes outdoor VLN dataset similar to ours, where real instructions are created from Google Street View 1 images. However, we differ in the way we decompose our navigational instructions to make our dataset annotation easier. Our annotation method draws inspiration from spatial cognition field to specifically promote annotators' memory and thinking, making the task less energy-consuming and less error-prone. We shall see more details in Section 3.
Visual landmarks for Navigation. There are numerous studies in cognition and psychology which state the significance of using visual landmarks in route descriptions [33, 37, 60] . They show that route descriptions consist of descriptions for 1 https://developers.google.com/streetview/ visual landmarks and local directional instructions between consecutive landmarks [52, 50] . Similar techniques -a combination of visual landmarks, as rendered icons, and highlighted routes between consecutive landmarks -are constantly used for making efficient maps [61, 68, 22] . It has also been shown that topological view of the environment helps in translating natural language to actions for navigation behaviors [75] .
Attention & Memory for Language Modeling Attention mechanism has been used widely for language [49] and visual inputs [73, 65, 3] . Language attention mechanism has been shown to produce state-of-the-art results in machine translation [8] and other natural language processing tasks like VQA [36, 74, 34] , image captioning [6] , grounding referential expressions [34, 35] and others. MAC from Hudson et al. [36] has a control unit which performs soft attentionbased weighted average of the question words and other units that performs multiple read and write operations and later extract information from images for VQA task. Hu et al. [34] also has similar language attention mechanism but they decompose the reasoning into sub-tasks/modules and predict modular weights from input text. Attention mechanism is one of the main component for the top-performing algorithms such as Transformer [62] and BERT [18] in NLP tasks. In our model, we adopt soft attending over linear memory features from the work of Kumar et al. [44] while we apply the soft attention over segmented language instructions to attend over a pair of sub-instructions: a) for landmark and b) for local directions.
There are generally two kinds of memory used in the literature: a) implicit memory and b) explicit memory. Implicit memory learns to memorize knowledge in the hidden state vectors via back-propagation of errors. Typical examples include RNNs [38] and LSTMs [19] . Explicit memory, however, features explicit read and write modules with attention menchanism. Notable examples are Neural Turing Machines [24] and Differentiable Neural Computers (DNCs) [25] .
In our work, we use external explicit memory in the form of a memory image which is accessed by its read and write modules. Training a soft attention mechanism over language segments coupled with an explicit memory scheme makes our method more suitable for long-range navigation where the reward signals are sparse.
Talk2Nav Dataset
The target is to navigate using language descriptions in real outdoor environment. Recently, numerous datasets on language based visual navigation task have been released both on indoor [4] and outdoor [10, 13] environments. Existing datasets typically have one overall language description for the entire path/route, lacking the correspondence between language descriptions and sub-units of a route. This poses challenges in learning long-range vision-and-language navigation (VLN). To address this issue, this work proposes a new annotation method and uses it to create a new dataset Talk2Nav.
Talk2Nav contains navigation routes at city levels. A navigational city graph is created with nodes as locations in the city and connecting edges as the roads between the nodes, similar to Mirowski et al. [53] . Each route as shown in Figure 2 from a source node to a destination node is composed of densely sampled atomic unit nodes, each containing a) street-view panoramic image, b) GPS coordinates, c) bearing angles. Furthermore, we enrich the routes with intermediary visual landmarks, language descriptions for these visual landmarks and the local directional instructions connecting the landmarks.
Data Collection
To retrieve city route data, OpenStreetMap is used for getting metadata information of locations and Google's APIs are used to obtain maps and street-view images.
Path Generation. The path from a source to a destination is sampled from a city graph. To that aim, we used Open-StreetMap which provides latitudes, longitudes and bearing angles of all the locations (waypoints) within a predefined region in the map. A city graph is defined by taking the locations of the atomic units as the nodes, and the directional connections between neighbourhood locations as the edges. The K-means clustering algorithm (k=5) is applied to the spatial locations (GPS coordinates) of all nodes. We then randomly picked up two nodes from different clusters to ensure that the source node and the destination node are not too close. The A* search algorithm is then used generate a path by finding the shortest traversal path from the source to destination in the city graph. Street View Images. We collect the 360 • street-view images along with its heading angle (yaw deg) with the help of Google Street View API and the metadata 2 . The API allows for downloading tiles of street-view panoramic images which are then stitched together as an equirectangular projection image. We use the heading angle to re-render the street-view panorama images such that the images are centrealigned to the heading direction of the route.
Directional Instruction Annotation
The main challenge of data annotation for automatic languagebased wayfinding lies in the fact that the annotators need to play the role of an instructor as the local people do to tourists. This is especially challenging when the annotators do not know the environment well. The number of streetview images for a new environment is tremendous and searching through them can be costly, not to mention remembering and summarizing them to verbal directional instructions. Inspired by the large body of work in cognitive science on how people mentally conceptualize route information and convey routes [42, 50, 61] , our annotation method is designed to specifically promote memory or thinking of the annotators. For the route directions, people usually refer to visual landmarks [33, 50, 59] along with a local directional instruction [61, 63] . Visualizing the route with highlighted salient landmarks and local directional transitions compensates for limited familiarity or understanding of the environment.
Landmark Mining
The choice of landmarks along the route is a subjective task. We frame the task as a summarization problem using submodular optimization to create summaries that takes into account multiple objectives. In this work, three criteria are considered: 1) the selected images are encouraged to spread Describe the route description in a short sentence. E.g: Go straight for 50m and then turn right. out along the route to support continuous localization and guidance; 2) images close to road intersections and the approaching side of the intersections are preferred for better guidance through intersections; and 3) images which are easy to be described, remembered and identified are preferred for effective communication.
Given the set of all images I along a path P , the problem is formulated as a subset selection problem that maximizes a linear combination of the three submodular objectives:
where ℘(I) is the powerset of I, L is the set of all possible solutions for the size of l, w i are non-negative weights, and f i are the sub-modular objective functions. More specifically, f 1 is the minimum travel distance between any of the two successive selected images along the route P ; f 2 = 1/(d + σ) with d the distance to the closest approaching intersection and σ is set to 15 meters to avoid having an infinitely large value for intersection nodes; f 3 is a learned ranking function which signals the easiness of describing and remembering the selected images. The weights w i in Equation 1 are set empirically: w 1 = 1, w 2 = 1 and w 3 = 3. l is set to 3 in this work as we have source and destination node to be fixed and we choose three landmarks in between as shown in Figure 2 . The model f 3 is presented next.
Ranking model. In order to train the ranking model for images of being 'visual landmarks' that are easier to describe and remember, we compile images from three cities: New York City (NYC), San Francisco (SFO) and London covering different landscapes such as high buildings, open fields, downtown areas, etc. We select 20,000 pairs of images from the compiled set. A pairwise comparison is performed over 20,000 pairs to choose one over the other. We crowd-sourced the annotation with the following criteria: a) Describability -how easy to describe it by the annotator, b) Memorability -how easy to remember it by the agent (e.g. a traveler such as a tourist), and c) Recognizability -how easy to recognize it by the agent. We learn the ranking model with a Siamese network [14] by following [27] . The model takes a pair of images and scores the selected image more than the other one. We use the Huber rank loss as the cost function.
In the inference stage, the model (f 3 in Equation 1) outputs the averaged score for all selected images signalling their suitability as visual landmarks for the VLN task. 
Annotation and Dataset Statistics
In the literature, a few datasets have been created for similar tasks [4, 13, 64, 75] . For instance, Anderson et al. [4] annotates the language description for the route by asking the user to navigate the entire path in egocentric perspective. Incorporation of overhead map of navigated route as an aid for describing the route can be seen in [13, 64, 75] . In our route description annotation process, the mined visual landmarks are provided, along with an overhead topological map and the street-view interface. We crowd-source this annotation task on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The annotator is shown a pre-defined route on the GoogleMap as shown in Figure 3 . The green line denotes the complete route while red line shows the current road segment. We can use Move forward and Move backward button to navigate from the source node to the destination node. The annotator is instructed to watch the 360 • Street View images on the left. Here, we have customized Google Street View interface to allow the annotator to navigate along the street-view images simultaneously as they move forward/backward in the overhead map. The street view is aligned to the direction of navigation such that forward is always the moving direction. To minimize the effort of viewing Street View, we also provide four perspective projected images: left-view, front-view, right-view, and rare-view. The annotator can navigate the complete route comprising of m landmark nodes and m intermediate sub-paths and is asked to provide descriptions for all landmarks and for the local directional navigation of all sub-paths. In this work, we use m = 4, which means that we collect 4 landmark descriptions and 4 local directional descriptions for each route as shown in Figure 2 . Shorter routes of varying lengths can be sampled from the collected data.
Statistics. We gathered 43, 630 locations which include GPS coordinates (latitudes and longitudes), bearing angles, etc. in New York City (NYC) covering an area of 10km x 10km as shown in Figure 4 . Out of all those locations, we managed to compile 21, 233 street-view images (outdoor) -each for one road node. We constructed a city graph with the locations as nodes with around 80, 000 edges. We annotated 10, 714 navigational routes and the corresponding route descriptions, as detailed in Section 3.1. These route descriptions are composed of 34, 930 node descriptions and 27, 944 local directional descriptions. The average length of the navigational instructions, the landmark descriptions and the local directional instructions of the sub-paths are 70 words, 8 words and 7 words, respectively. In contrast, the average length of the language descriptions of the Room-to-Room (R2R) dataset is 29 words [4] , which is notably shorter than ours. In total, our dataset Talk2Nav contains 5, 240 unique words having four or more occurrences compared to 3, 156 in the R2R dataset. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the length (number of words) of the landmark descriptions, the local directional instructions and the complete navigational instructions. In Table 1 , we show a more detailed comparison with the R2R dataset [4] under different criteria. In terms of payment, we paid $0.01 and $0.5 for the landmark ranking task and the route description task, respectively. We have a qualification test. Only the annotators who passed the qualification test were employed for the real annotation. In total, 150 qualified workers were employed.
Approach
We create a street-view environment on top of the compiled city graph of Talk2Nav dataset. The city graph consists of 21, 233 nodes with the corresponding street-view images (outdoor) and 80, 000 edges representing the travelable road segments between the nodes. During training and testing stages, we use this simulator to navigate the agent in the Street View environment using the city graph. Based on the predicted action at each node, the agent moves to the next node in the environment.
Our system is a single agent traveling in an environment represented as a directed connected graph. Each node contains a 360 • panoramic image, a location (defined by latitudes and longitudes) and bearing angles of the connecting roads. A valid route is a sequence of connected edges from a source node to a destination node. A successful navigation is defined as when the agent correctly follows the right route referred by the natural language instruction. In short, the environment has discrete set of state spaces as nodes in the city graph. The prospective future states of the agent of the environment are a function of the actions made by the agent. For the sake of tractability, we assume no uncertainty (such as dynamic changes in the environment, noise in the actuators) in the environment, hence it is a deterministic goal setting.
Route Finding Task
The task defines the goal of an embodied agent to navigate from a source node to a destination node based on a navigational instruction. Specifically, given a natural language instruction X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }, the agent needs to perform a sequence of actions {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a m } from action space A to hop over nodes in the environment space to reach the destination node. When the agent executes an action, it interacts with the environment and receives a new visual observation. The agent performs this kind of action sequentially until it reaches the destination node successfully or fails the task because it exceeds the maximum episode length.
The agent learns to predict an action at each state to navigate in the environment. Learning long-range vision-andlanguage navigation (VLN) requires an accurate sequential matching between the navigation instruction and the route. As argued in the introduction, we observe that navigation instructions consist of two major classes: landmark descriptions and local directional instructions between landmarks. In this work, given a language instruction, our method segments it to a sequence of two interleaving classes: landmark descriptions and local directional instruction. Please see Figure 1 for an example of a segmented navigational instruction. As it moves, the agent learns an associated reference position in the language instruction to obtain a softlyattended local directional instruction and landmark description. When one landmark is achieved, the agent updates its attention and moves towards the new goal, i.e. the next landmark. Two matching modules (MM as shown in Figure 6 ) are used to score each state: 1) between the traversed path in memory and the local, softly-attended directional instruction, and 2) between the visual scene the agent observes at the current node and the local, softly-attended landmark description. An explicit external memory is used to store the traversed path from the latest visited landmark to the current position.
Each time a visual observation is successfully matched to a landmark, a learned controller increments the reference position of the soft attention map over the language instruction to update both the landmark and directional descriptions. This process continues until the agent reaches the destination node or the reference position on the instruction exceeds the length or the episodic length of the navigation is exceeded. A schematic diagram of the method is shown in Figure 6 . Below we detail all the models used by our method.
Language
We segment the given instruction to two classes: a) visual landmark descriptions and b) local directional instructions between the landmarks. We employ the BERT transformer model [18] to classify a given language instruction X into a sequence of token classes {c i } n i=1 where c i ∈ {0, 1}, with 0 denoting the landmark descriptions and and 1 denoting the local directional instructions. By grouping consecutive segments of the same token class, the whole instruction is segmented into interleaving segments. An example of the segmentation is shown in Figure 1 and multiple more in Figure 8 . Those segments are used as the basic units of our attention scheme rather than the individual words used by previous methods [4] . This segmentation converts the language description into a more structured representation, aiming to facilitate the language-vision and languagetrajectory matching problem. Denoted by T (X) a sequence of segments of landmark and local directional instructions, then
where L j denotes the feature representation for landmark description segment j, D j denotes the feature representa-tion for directional instruction segment j, and J is the total number of segments in the route description.
As it moves in the environment, the agent is associated with a reference position in the language description in order to put the focus on the most relevant landmark descriptions and the most relevant local directional instructions. This is modeled by a differentiable soft attention map. Let us denote by η t the reference position for time step t. The relevant landmark description at time step t is extracted as
and the relevant directional instruction as where η t+1 = η t + φ t (.) and (5)
is an Indicator Controller learned to output 1 when a landmark is reached and 0 otherwise. The controller is shown in Figure 6 and is defined in Section 4.1.4. After a landmark is reached, η t increments 1 and the attention map then centers around the next pair of landmark and directional instructions. We initialize η 0 as 1 to position the language attention around the first pair of landmark and directional instruction.
Visual Observation
The agent perceives the environment with an equipped 360 • camera which obtains the visual observation I t of the environment at time step t. From the image, a feature ψ 1 (I t ) is extracted and passed to the matching module as shown in Figure 6 which estimates the similarity (matching score) between the visual observation I t and a softly attended landmark descriptionL ηt which is modulated by our attention module. The visual feature is also passed to the action module to predict the action for the next step as shown in Section 4.1.5.
Spatial Memory
Inspired by [21, 25] , an external memory M t explicitly memorizes the agent's traversed path from the latest visited landmark. When the agent reaches a landmark, the memory M t is reinitialized to memorize the traversed path from the latest visited landmark. This reinitialization can be understood as a type of attention to focus on the recently traversed path in order to better localize and to better match against the relevant directional instructionsD ηt modeled by the learned language attention module defined in Section 4.1.1.
As the agent navigates in the environment, we have a write module that traces the path from topological view using the sequence of GPS coordinates of the traversed path. Our write module traces the path travelled from the latest visited landmark to the current position. The path is rasterized into an image. As to the rasterisation, red lines are used to represent the path, blue square marks are used to denote the source, and blue disk markers are used for the current location of the agent. The write module always writes from the centre of the memory image. Whenever the coordinates of the new rasterized pixel are beyond the image dimensions, the module increases the scale of the map until the new pixel is in the image and has a distance of 10 pixels to the boundary. An image of 200×200 pixels is used and the initial scale of the map is set to 5 meters per pixel. Please find examples of the memory images in Figure 7 .
Each memory image is associated with the value of its scale (meters per pixel). Deep features ψ 2 (M t ) are extracted from the memory image M t which are then concatenated with its scale value. The concatenated features are passed to the matching module. The matching module verifies the semantic similarity between the traversed path and the provided local directional instruction. The concatenated features are also provided to the action module along with the local directional instruction features to predict the action for the next step.
Matching Module
Our matching module is used to determine whether the aimed landmark is reached. As shown in Figure 6 , the matching score is determined by two complementary matching modules: 1) between the visual scene ψ 1 (I t ) and the extracted landmark descriptionL ηt and 2) between the spatial memory ψ 2 (M t ) and the extracted directional instructionD ηt . For both cases, we use a generative image captioning model and compute the probability of reconstructing the language description given the image. Scores are the averaged generative probability over all words in the instruction. Let s 1 t be the score for pair (ψ 1 (I t ),L ηt ) and s 2 t be the score for pair (ψ 2 (M t ), D ηt ). We then compute the score feature s t by concatenating the two:
The score feature s t is fed into a controller φ(.) to decide whether the aimed landmark is reached:
where 1 indicates that the aimed landmark is reached and 0 otherwise, φ t (.) is an Adaptive Computation Time (ACT) LSTM [23] which allows the controller to learn to make decisions at variable time steps, h t−1 is the hidden state of the controller. In this work, φ t (.) learns to identify the landmarks with the variable number of intermediate navigation steps.
Action Module
The action module takes the following inputs to decide the moving action: a) the pair of (ψ 1 (I t ),L ηt ), b) the pair of (ψ 2 (M t ),D ηt ), and c) the matching score feature s t as defined in Equation 6 . The illustrative diagram is shown in Figure 6 . The inputs in a) above is used to predict a e t -a probability vector of actions over the action space. The inputs in b) is used to predict a m t -the second probability vector of actions over the action space. The two probability vectors are combined by a weighted average, with weights learned from the score feature s t . Specifically, s t is fed to a FC network to output the weights w ∈ R 2 . For both a) and b), we use encoder LSTM as in [4] to encode the language instruction D ηt . We then concatenate the encoder's hidden states with the image encodings (i.e. ψ 1 (I t ) and ψ 2 (M t )) and pass through a FC network to predict the probability distribution a e t and a m t . We make final action prediction a t as:
The action space A is defined as follows. We divide the action space A into 8 directions. Each direction is centred at {(i * 45 • ) : i ∈ [0, ..., 7]} with ±22.5 • offset as illustrated in Figure 6 . When an action angle is predicted, the agent turns to the particular angle and moves forward to the next node along the road. The turning and moving-forward define an atomic action. The agent comes to a stop when it encounters the final landmark.
Learning
The model is shown in Figure 6 . It is trained in a supervised way. We followed the student-forcing approach proposed in [4] to train our model. At each step, the action module is trained with a supervisory signal of the action in the direction of the next landmark. This is in contrast with previous methods [4] , in which it is the direction to the final destination.
We use cross entropy loss to train the action module and the matching module as they are formulated as classification tasks for action prediction and conditioned generation of navigation instructions, respectively. For ACT model, we use weighted binary cross entropy loss at every step (higher weight for positives). The supervision of the positive label ('1') for ACT model comes into effect only if the agent reaches the landmark which is sporadic. In short, our total On right we have a warehouse Move forward till four way intersection there is a wellness center on the right near to the shop turn right and go forward on the left, we have citi bank Turn right and go ahead for two blocks we see a road bridge straight ahead turn right again and move forward reached the traffic light with orange polls on road we have restaurant on our left go ahead until you see first road intersection there is a post office in the road corner and a restaurant on the right turn left and move forward there is red building of studios on our right turn left and go ahead till a tri junction we see a glass building which is a boutique turn right and move forward for two junctions reached the stoned building of bank on the right There is blue color building on our right go ahead for two blocks there is a red stoned building on left near to huge electric pole turn left and go to next road junction we see a green bridge on the top turn right and go ahead for two blocks two restaurants on the road intersection and a shopping mall on the left take left and move forward for two junctions you reach metro station on the right 
The losses of the two matching modules take effect only at the place of landmarks which are much sparser than the road nodes where the action loss and ACT loss are computed. Because of this, we first train the matching networks individually for the matching tasks, and then integrate them with other components for the overall training.
Implementation Details
Language Module. We use the BERT [18] transformer model pretrained on BooksCorpus [77] and English Wikipedia 3 , for modelling language. This yields contextual word representations which is different from classical models such as word2vec [51] , GloVe [56] which are context-free. We use a word-piece tokenizer to tokenize the sentence, by following [18, 71] . Out of vocabulary words are split into subwords based on the available vocabulary words. For word token classification, we first train BERT transformer with a token classification head. Here, we use the alignment between the given language instruction X and their corresponding set of landmark and directional instruction segments in the train split of Talk2Nav dataset. We then train the transformer model to classify each word token in the navigational instruction to be a landmark description or a local directional instruction. At the inference stage, the model predicts a binary label for each word token. We later convert the sequence of word token classes into segments T (X) by simply grouping adjacent tokens which have the same class. We note that this model has a classification accuracy of 91.4% on the test set. We have shown few word token segmentation results in Figure 8 .
Visual inputs. The Google street-view images are acquired in the form of equirectangular projection. We experimented with SphereNet [15] architecture pretrained on the MNIST [45] dataset and ResNet-101 [28] pretrained on ImageNet [17] to extract ψ 1 (I). Since MNIST pretrained SphereNet is relatively a shallow network, we adapted SphereNet architecture to suit StreetView images by adding more convolutional blocks. Later, we define a pretext task using the street-view images from Talk2Nav dataset to learn SphereNet weights. Given two street view images with an overlap of their visible view, the task is to predict the difference between their bearing angles and the projection of line joining the locations on the bearing angle of second location. We frame the problem as a regression task of predicting the above two angles. This encourages SphereNet to learn the semantics in the scene. We compiled the training set for this pre-training task from our own training split of the dataset. In the case of memory image, we use ResNet-101 pretrained on ImageNet to extract ψ 2 (M ) from the memory image M .
Other modules. We perform image captioning in the matching modules using the transformer model, by following [46, 76] . We pretrain the transformer model for captioning in the matching module using the landmark street-view images and their corresponding descriptions from the training split of Talk2Nav for matching of the landmarks. For the other matching module of local directions, we pretrain the transformer model using the ground truth memory images and their corresponding directional instructions. We synthesized the ground truth memory image in the same way as our write module in agent's external memory (as mentioned in Section 4.1.3). We finetune both the match modules in the training stage. All the other models such as Indicator Controller, Action module are trained in an end-to-end fashion.
Network details. The SphereNet model consists of five blocks of convolution and max-pooling layers, followed by a fullyconnected layer. We use 32, 64, 128, 256, 128 filters in the 1 to 5 convolutional layers and each layer is followed by a Max pooling and ReLU activation. This is the backbone structure of SphereNet. For ResNet, we use ResNet-101 as the backbone. Later, we have two branches: the fully connected layer has 16 neurons using a softmax activation function in one branch of the network for the action module and 512 neurons with ReLU activation in the other branch for the match module. Hence, input of image feature size from these models are of 512 and attention feature size over the image is 512. The convolutional filter kernels are of size 5x5 and are applied with stride 1. Max pooling is performed with kernels of size 3x3 and a stride of 2. For language, we use an input encoding size of 512 for each token in the vocabulary. We use Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.01 and alpha and beta for Adam as 0.999 and 10 −8 . We trained 27, 944 landmark descriptions with their street-view images for 20 epochs with mini-batchsize of 16.
Experiments
Our experiments focus on 1) the overall performance of our method when compared to the state-of-the-art (s-o-t-a) navigation algorithms, and 2) multiple ablation studies to further understand our method. The ablation studies cover a) the importance of using explicit external memory, b) performance evaluation of navigation at different levels of difficulty, and c) a comparison of visual features. We train and evaluate our model on the Talk2Nav dataset. We use 80% of the dataset for training and the rest for testing. There is no overlap between the training and the testing environments. By following [2] , we evaluate our method under three metrics:
-SPL: Success Rate weighted by Normalized Inverse Path Length. It penalizes the successes made with longer paths. -Navigation Error: The distance to the goal after finishing the episode. -Average Steps: The average number of steps required to reach the goal successfully.
We compare with the following s-o-t-a navigation methods: Student Forcing [4] , RPA [67] , Speaker-Follower [20] and Self-Monitoring [47] . We trained their models on the same data that our model uses. In addition, we add one more comparison to Oracle where we use the ground truth landmark and local directional instructions as input to the match module. We also study the performance of our complete model and other s-o-t-a methods at varying difficulty levels: from short navigation paths consisting of one landmark to long ones consisting of four landmarks.
In order to evaluate methods at different difficulty levels, we generate datasets of different navigation difficulties from the Talk2Nav dataset. The navigation difficulty of a route is approximated by the length of the route which is measured by the number of landmarks it contains. In particular, in Talk2Nav, each route consists of 4 landmarks. For our primary experiments, we use the whole route for training and testing. For specific experiments to evaluate at different difficulty levels, we sub-sampled routes with the length of 1, 2 and 3 landmarks from the annotated 4-landmark routes. For instance, we sample four 1-landmark sub-routes, three 2-landmark sub-routes and two 3-landmark sub-routes from a 4-landmark route. We also generate a dataset with all four levels of navigation difficulty by mixing the original Talk2Nav and the three generated datasets. We use these sub-sampled routes to generate the datasets for the cross-difficulty evaluation. Let us focus on the experiments one by one.
Comparison to Prior works
To make a fair comparison with prior works, we use the same image features and language features in all the cases. We use pre-trained ResNet-101 model on ImageNet to extract image features and pre-trained BERT transformer model for language features. For Self-Monitoring [47] and Speaker-Follower [20] , panoramic view of the environment is discretized into 8 view-angles (8 headings x 1 elevation with 45 degree intervals). The navigable directions at each location are defined by the city graph of Talk2Nav dataset. We use greedy action selection during evaluation as beam search decoding for action selection leads to lower SPL because of longer trajectory lengths [48] . Table 2 shows the results of our method and other competing s-o-t-a methods. We tabulate results under all the evaluation metrics. The destination threshold (when the distance of the final reached position and the destination node is within this range, it is a successful navigation) is set to 100m and the trajectory length (denoting additional allowed path length w.r.t ground truth path length to destination) is set to 30%. The row for Oracle in Table 2 denotes the maximum accuracy that could be achieved when the ground-truth segments of the instructions are used instead of segments by the trained segmentation method in Section 4.1.1.
The table shows that our method achieves significantly better results than other existing methods under all considered evaluation metrics for long-range Vision-and-Language navigation in outdoor environments. For instance, our method improves SPL from 9.56% to 11.92%, reduces Navigation Error from 740.12m to 633.85m and reduces Average Steps from 13.01 to 12.51, when compared to the previous best performing method [47] .
In addition to the evaluation for the long-range (i.e. 4landmark) navigation, we also study the performance of all these trained methods when evaluated at varying difficulty levels: from short navigation paths consisting of one landmark to long ones consisting of four landmarks. We evaluate under SPL and compare our method with the prior works as before. The results are listed in Table 3 . We observe that our method outperforms all the other prior works by a large margin. For instance, our method improves at SPL (%) from 72.21 to 74.28 for short routes having 1 landmark, from 37.71 to 43.08 for routes with 2 landmarks, and from 23.16 to 27.96 for routes with 3 landmarks, when compared to [47] .
The reason behind the good performance of our method can be attributed to multiple factors. The decomposition of the whole navigation instruction into landmark descriptions and local directional instructions, the attention map defined on language segments instead of English words, and the two clearly purposed matching modules make our method suitable for long-range vision-and-language navigation. Due to these introduced components and the design that allows them to work together, the agent is able to put the focus to the right place and does not get lost easily as it moves.
Previous methods aim to find a visual image match for the given language sentence at each step to predict an action. We argue that this is not optimal. The navigational instructions indeed consist of mixed referrals for visual content (landmarks) and for spatial movements. For instance, it is wrong to match a sentence like 'Go forward 100m and take a left turn' to an image observation. Our method distinguishes the two types of language sentences and computes a better matching score between language description and the sequential actions (spatial movement + visual observations). Here, we use an explicit memory, as explained in Section 4, to keep track of the spatial movements from a topological perspective. 
Ablation Studies
In order to further understand our method, we perform three ablation studies on memory types, difficulty levels of navigation and visual features.
Memory. We compare our memory to no memory and to a trajectory of GPS coordinates. For GPS coordinates, an encoder LSTM is used to extract features
The results are reported in Table 4 . We see that Student-Forcing [4] and RPA [67] has a SPL score of 8.77% and 8.43%, respectively (from Table 2 ). Ours with no memory gets 6.87%. This is because Anderson et al. [4] and Wang et al. [67] use sequence-tosequence model [57] which has implicit memory about the history of visual path and actions. The poor performance of no memory is also seen in Figure 9 when compared against all other methods either with implicit or explicit memory.
Encoding the explicit memory as a trajectory of GPS coordinates improves SPL from 6.87% to 9.04% as done in Ours (no memory). Ours with GPS memory also performs better than having implicit memory under both SPL and Navigation Error as shown in Table 4 . Furthermore, when we employ the top-view trajectory map representation as the explicit memory, our method outperforms all the previous methods either with no memory or with implicit memories as one can see in Table 2 and Table 4 . This validates the effectiveness of our explicit memory. It has been found already that top-view trajectory map representation is very useful in learning autonomous driving models [29] . Our findings are in line with theirs, in a relevant but different application.
We take a step further to evaluate the memory types under different evaluation settings of trajectory length and destination threshold. We again compare our method Ours (Full) to Ours (No memory) and Ours (GPS memory). The results are shown in Figure 9 . The figure shows that Ours (Full) has higher SPL consistently over others at different trajectory length and destination threshold. Our variant Ours (GPS) where GPS information is encoded as a sequence of coordinates, shows deteriorating performance with increas-
Ours (No mem)
Ours (GPS) Ours (Full) Fig. 9 : Rows for metrics and columns for evaluation settings. Trajectory length: % extra length of path allowed for agents to navigate at evaluation. Destination Threshold (meter): a threshold of the final distance to the destination, below which is considered as a success. there is a red stoned building on left near to huge electric pole we see a green bridge on the top two restaurants on road intersection and a shopping mall on the left you reach metro station on the right go ahead for two blocks turn left and go to next road junction turn right and go ahead for two blocks take left and move forward for two junction
Predicted path with landmarks
there is a red stoned building on left near to huge electric pole we see a green bridge on the top two restaurants on road intersection and a shopping mall on the left you reach metro station on the right go ahead for two blocks turn left and go to next road junction turn right and go ahead for two blocks take left and move forward for two junction there is a red stoned building on left near to huge electric pole we see a green bridge on the top two restaurants on road intersection and a shopping mall on the left you reach metro station on the right go ahead for two blocks turn left and go to next road junction turn right and go ahead for two blocks take left and move forward for two junction there is a red stoned building on left near to huge electric pole we see a green bridge on the top two restaurants on road intersection and a shopping mall on the left you reach metro station on the right go ahead for two blocks turn left and go to next road junction turn right and go ahead for two blocks take left and move forward for two junction
Source -> Landmark 1
Landmark there is a red building on left on the road corner bank with a two storey building on the right turn right you will see some field on both left and right road side go straight for two blocks go ahead to next road junction go ahead for a block there is a bakery on the opposite right road corner go forward for another 100m
there is a red building on left on the road corner bank with a two storey building on the right turn right you will see some field on both left and right road side go straight for two blocks go ahead to next road junction go ahead for a block there is a bakery on the opposite right road corner go forward for another 100m
there is a red building on left on the road corner bank with a two storey building on the right turn right you will see some field on both left and right road side cause the memory module draws a long traversed path in the external memory which may lead to overlap of the line. This overlap reduces the matching accuracy and thus increases the navigation error. Finally, in the case of Average Steps, Ours (Full) has lower value (better performance) compared to other methods when tested under different settings for the trajectory length and destination threshold. We observe that average steps of Ours (Full) increases relatively slower than other methods with the trajectory length. It can be seen that Ours (Full) outperforms other methods consistently over varying destination thresholds.
Navigation at different difficulty levels. To further understand how our method behaves when training and testing on different navigation difficulty levels, we take one step further to study the effect of training and testing our model with routes of variable number of landmarks. We have tabulated in Table 5 the performance of the method under the different combinations of route lengths (i.e. the number of landmarks) used in the training and testing phases. The table shows that the performance of our model is fairly high when trained with routes of 1 landmark and tested on the same difficulty level. However, the performance drops drastically when tested on routes of higher difficulty levels. The performance on longer routes improves when we train the model with routes of the same or higher difficulty levels. The main conclusion from this experiment is that a model trained with harder cases works well on easier test cases, but not the other way around.
In the last row, we show the model performance when trained with mixed routes of all the difficulty levels. The trained model achieves competitive performance at all navigation difficulty levels and outperforms all other models for the mixed difficulty levels.
One can also see that the performance drops almost exponentially with the level of navigation difficulty. The navigation at difficulty level 4 is already very challenging as the highest SPL is 11.92 only. Hence, annotating even longer routes is not very necessary at the moment for training and validating the current learning algorithms. This experiment is also a showcase of the notable merit of our Talk2Nav dataset that routes of different difficulty levels can be created for the fine-grained evaluation.
SphereNet vs. ResNet. We observe that using the pre-trained SphereNet yields better accuracy for the navigation task than training from scratch. This means that our proposed selflearning tasks are useful for model pre-training. However, we see in Table 4 that learning with SphereNet has comparable or slightly worse performance than with ResNet. This may be due to the fact that ResNet is trained on Im-ageNet which comes with human labels. Henceforth, we evaluate all variants of our models with ResNet. We believe that SphereNet is likely to perform better with architectural changes like residual connections, which can be a promising future work.
Qualitative Analysis
We also provide qualitative results in a step-by-step fashion in Figure 10 . The given input navigational instructions and 360 • visual observations at the source node are given on the left of the figure. The rest is devoted to the intermediate and final results during the course of the VLN task. The middle panel of the figure shows the rows of intermediate results: a) the first row shows the results of language segments of landmark descriptions and directional instructions, b) the second row depicts the front 360 • views of the agent along the path embedded with action angle prediction in bins, c) the third row shows the memory images written by the write module and, d) the final row shows the agent's navigated paths predicted by our model. Different stages of finding landmarks are indicated by different colors. The ground truth route with landmarks are on the right of the figure. The numbers on the images denote the number of steps already traversed. We see that when the agent reaches a landmark, the memory is re-initialized and the soft attention over the navigational instruction segments moves forward to the next segment. Due to space constraints, we did not show all the intermediate steps.
In Figure 10 , we show two examples of results from our VLN experiments on the Talk2Nav dataset on two different routes. Here, we show a successful navigation in the first example. Though the agent misses the right path at some point, it successfully comes back to the path towards the destination. It takes 14 steps to reach the destination of which only a sub-set of intermediate steps are displayed in the figure. In the second case, we observe that the agent fails to navigate to the destination and forms a loop in the road until it finishes the episode. The failure is partially due to the segmentation error of the language instruction -the overall instruction is segmented into 3 segments instead of 4. This causes confusion for the matching modules. In both the cases, we can clearly see that the memory of the topological view of the path is intuitive to interpret.
Conclusion
This work has proposed a new approach for language guided automatic wayfinding in cities using memory framework and soft attention mechanism over language descriptions. The main contribution of our work are: a) an effective method to create large-scale navigational instructions over long-range city environments; b) a new dataset with verbal instructions for 10, 714 navigational routes; c) a novel learning approach of integrating explicit memory framework of remembering the traversed path, and soft attention model over the language segments controlled by Adaptive Computation Time LSTMs. Experiments show that our model outperforms other methods consistently.
